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Course Description 

How do you align strategic goals with operations for new ventures and family businesses to drive growth? 

This capstone course for undergraduate students with an interest in strategic operations in small to 

medium sized organizations. These organizations are from a wide variety of industries, including 

technology, consumer products, food, legal services, and socially-oriented manufacturing and service 

companies. The approach to the course is “learn by doing,” i.e., students will be assigned to a high priority 

project with an organization and will be expected to implement Toyota Production System (TPS) principles 

to make strategic, measurable improvements in the organization.  The students will be expected to be on 

site with the partner organizations regularly to make implementation progress.  

In addition to their on-site time, the course will have an in-class component. During each in-class session, 

the students will be exposed to a new TPS concept and how to implement it at their project. The students 

will also provide and receive feedback from their peers, instructors, and guest lecturers to gain insights 

on their implementation attempts to-date, thus better understanding their assigned problem and charting 

a path forward to success.  

Learning Objectives 

The following describes how the course aligns with the Babson College Learning Objectives. 

Babson College Learning Objectives Course Learning Objective 

Rhetoric:  Babson graduates can explore, reflect, 

analyze and communicate critically and effectively 

Students are able improve their communication 

skills through regular and frequent engagement 

with the partner organizations (called “clients”) 

and other team members through verbal and 

written opportunities 

Quantitative and Information Analysis:  Babson 

graduates can think logically; reason 

Students are able to identify and analyze strategic 

challenges and related inefficiencies that exist 
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quantitatively; develop and modify models 

inductively; utilize technology to access, 

synthesize, and analyze data; and communicate 

their conclusions accurately and effectively 

within various processes in assigned project site 

through direct observation, data collection, and 

analysis 

Entrepreneurial Thinking and Acting:  Babson 

graduates create, identify, assess, shape, and act 

on opportunities in a variety of contexts and 

organizations 

Students develop new ideas to address 

organizational constraints to growth, e.g., 

limitations to efficiency, quality, and innovation, 

and efficiently implement lean methods to 

improve the overall competitiveness of various 

operational process 

Global and Multicultural Perspectives:  Babson 

graduates know the historical and cultural 

contexts in which they live and operate, and meet 

the challenges presented by a world characterized 

by diverse cultures and ways of knowing 

Students will examine how new ventures and 

family businesses create social and economic value 

through operations as part of their communities, 

fostering organizational and societal growth. 

Students will also study how the TPS methodology, 

founded in Japan, has been translated to a 

Western context and will observe the continual 

exchange of ideas across these cultures.  

Ethics and Social, Environmental, and Economic 

Responsibility:  Babson graduates are committed 

to continually developing ethical and professional 

character and abilities and make decisions based 

on an awareness of relevant stakeholders and an 

attempt to create and sustain social, 

environmental, and economic value 

The course’s content, the Toyota Production 

System, is centered on a philosophy that “people 

are our most valuable resource.” Yet, the execution 

of TPS over the years has at best neglected and at 

worst purposefully maligned this ideal. The course 

discusses this paradox and challenges students to 

renew the ideal in their targeted project sites 

through meaningful dialogue with front-line 

workers. 

Students are expected to maintain ethical and 

professional interactions with one another and 

with their clients to create and sustain economic 

value for the clients. 

Leadership and Teamwork:  Babson graduates 

understand their own sense of purpose and 

identity and are adept at leading and functioning 

effectively in teams 

Students are encouraged to work with team 

members from diverse backgrounds and interact 

with clients in a professional environment to 

develop a plan of action. 



Critical and Integrative Thinking:  Although 

Babson graduates are exceptionally competent in 

their chosen fields, they understand the limiting 

nature of the artificial barriers between disciplines 

and utilize an integrated, holistic approach to 

learning and decision making 

This capstone leverages both in class discussion 

and field work to provide an integrative 

experience, both in terms of content and in terms 

of interpersonal skills. 

Students are responsible for integrating TPS with 

other operational concepts. They also gain 

leadership skills through listening to their peers 

and their partner organization. They must 

understand the views of both line leaders and C-

suite leadership, and remain open and flexible to 

understanding the goals of the organization.  

 

Course Outline 

The course outline at the end of this document includes the course schedule, materials, and deliverables 

for the course. We also keep any additional course materials, assignments, and session slides in an 

electronic form, stored on Blackboard. Please be sure to check out Blackboard well in advance of each 

session to find deliverables and other items of relevance for the upcoming class. 

Course Grade 

Your overall grade for the course will be the sum of the following: 

Assessments Pre-course lean assessment (individual) 5% 

Post-course lean assessment (individual) 5% 

Project Artifacts Engagement Contract/Project Charter (group) 10% 

Material and Information Flow Chart (individual) 10% 

Midterm Presentation (group) 10% 

Midterm A3 Sheet (individual) 10% 

Final Presentation (group) 10% 

Final A3 Sheet (individual) 10% 

Reflections, Team 

Evaluation, and In-Class 

Participation 

Reflection Blog Posts (Four assigned-individual) 10% 

Peer Evaluations (individual) 10% 

Class participation (individual) 10% 

 100% 



IMPORTANT - Unexcused Absences – Midterm and Final Presentations  

An unexcused absence from your midterm and final presentation will result in one letter grade reduction 

(e.g., from “B” to “C”) of your Midterm Presentation and/or Final presentation (that represent 10% each). 

Academic Honesty and Integrity (AHI) 

This course adheres to the guidelines of Babson’s academic honesty and integrity policy. Babson College 

views academic dishonesty as one of the most serious offenses that a student can commit while at college. 

Examples of academic dishonesty include but are not limited to: cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, 

unauthorized collaboration, and participation in academically dishonest activities. Students who do not 

follow the AHI policy will be brought to the college judicial board (for more information please go to the 

Babson website or review your guide to the undergraduate judicial process). 

Academic Accommodations 

If you qualify for course accommodations, it is your responsibility to contact the Manager of Disability 

Services in Hollister Hall at 781-239-4508 to coordinate reasonable academic accommodations.   If you 

have already documented a disability or other condition that would qualify you for accommodations, or 

if you have emergency medical information or other needs we should know about, please notify us in a 

timely fashion.  

Religious Observances 

We recognize students come from diverse religious backgrounds and that sometimes a student may face 

a conflict between the requirements of this course and the observance of his or her religious faith.  If you 

are going to be missing class or need an accommodation for reasons related to religious observance, 

please notify your professor of the conflict within the first two weeks of the start of the semester.  In such 

event, the professor will provide reasonable accommodations that do not unduly disadvantage the 

student. 



Course Schedule 

Section 1: Starting From Need 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 2: Breaking Down the Problem (see next page) 

Class
In-Class Date 

(T/R) Class Topic
Objectives Readings/Videos Gemba "Learn by Doing" Activity Deliverable

1 24-Jan
Strategy and 
Operations

1.  Define business need, project scope, and 
ultimate goal to drive weekly objectives
2.   Discuss "going to the gemba" and how to 
determine "status at a glance"

1. “Fundamentals” Chapter 3, Nail It, Scale It.  Furr, Nathan 
and Ahlstrom, Paul. 

Pre-course lean 
assessment

2 26-Jan Strategic Lean 
Operations

1. Meet client (client) and begin developing 
relationships with leaders
2. Understand organizational background & grasp 
client's key business needs
3.  Familiarize yourself with the targeted work 
area for the project
4. Observe  TPS  in action as a  Integrated system 
and observe good TPS practices (e.g., Philosophy, 
Managerial, Technical)

1.  'What is TPS?:  http://www.tssc.com/tps.asp
2.  Chapter 1, "Starting from Need" of Ohno's Toyota 
Production System, Beyond Large-Scale Production (p. 1-
15)

3 31-Jan Hoshin Planning

1. Reflect on how work area relates to other parts 
of the client's enterprise
2.  Understand the the use of hoshin kanri (policy 
or change deployment) for strategic planning

1."Hoshin Kanri: A Technique for Strategic Quality 
Management" by Tennant, Charles and Roberts, Paul A. 
B.., Quality Assurance. 2000, Vol. 8 Issue 2, p77-90. 14p For 
article: Go to Babson Library Site and Search EBSCOHost 
for AN 5744116

4 2-Feb New Venture 
Risk Mitigation

1. Define deal killer & path dependent risk and 
explore how it relates to strategy and your client 
organization

1)  “Beating the Odds when you Launch a New Venture”  
Gilbert, Clark and Eyring, Mathew. Harvard Business 
Review,  May 2010.

Engagement 
Contract/Project 
Charter
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1.On-site visit to meet the client leadership team 
and begin developing relationships.
2.  Understand organizational background &  
grasp client's key business needs via "Go & See" 
introductory observations of the targeted work 
area
3.   Determine "status at a glance"

1. Finalize project deliverables



 

Class
In-Class Date 

(T/R) Class Topic
Objectives Readings/Videos Gemba "Learn by Doing" Activity Deliverable

5 7-Feb
Material and 
Information 
Flow Chart

1. Understand the principle concept of muda
2. Identify waste in the process
3. Identify and map targeted operation process 
using Material & Information Flow Charting

1.  Basic Stability is Basic to Lean Manufacturing Success by 
Art Smalley:
http://www.lean.org/admin/km/documents/4789CA9B-
52B8-48FF-B781-DE8602421BAC-
Creating_Level_Pull_Article_1[1].pdf                                  
2. "Learning to See" by John Shook on Blackboard, please 
read page 14-18 & 24 - 45

First Reflection                                                                                               

6 9-Feb Target Setting 1. Calculate true efficiency and operational 
capacity, utilization, availability and safety

1. TSSC TPS Measures presentation

7 14-Feb Root Cause 
Analysis

1. Use 5Whys and Problem Solving Funnel to 
determine root cause
2. SEERS:  Identify the strengths and weaknesses 
of the targeted work area using the Stability 
"Man, Material, Method, Machine" approach & 
Discuss social, economic and environmental 
measures that may be relevant for your site. 
Discuss trade-offs where relevant.

1) W. Glover et al (2009) Case Study on Using Lean 
Principles to Improve Turnaround Time and First Case 
Starts in an Operating Room: 
http://www.iienet.org/uploadedfiles/SHS_Community/Usi
ng%20Lean%20Principles%20to%20Improve%20TAT%20an
d%20First%20Case%20Starts%20in%20an%20OR.pdf (ppt 
also available from Prof. Glover with more pictures of 
countermeasures and improvements, e.g., process flow 
diagrams and spaghetti diagrams)
'Templates to support activity:
SWOT Template: http://www.project-management-
skills.com/swot-template.html
5 Whys Template: 
http://www.hqontario.ca/Portals/0/Documents/qi/rf-5-
whys-tool-en.docx

Material and 
Information Flow 
Chart

8 16-Feb

Brainstorming 
Countermeasure
s: Standardized 
Work and Jidoka

1. Discuss how to propose countermeasures using 
Standardized Work and Jidoka (error proofing)
2. Brainstrom at least 4-5 improvement ideas 
(one per team member) to trial using PDCA

Note: As you read these resources, think about what 
implementing "standardized work" and "jidoka" for the 
customer would look like as this may be a major 
opportunity for improvement
1. Technical Lean Tools 02: Standardized Work by Jacob 
Isaac-Lowry 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KP6wLw1jhzA
2.  Technical Lean Tools 03: Jidoka by Jacob Isaac-Lowry 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XUfUAu2Mg4

9 21-Feb
Visit Advanced 
TPS Company 
Day or Case Day

1. Discuss advanced example of a strategic lean 
implementation.
2.  Discuss challenges to strategic lean 
implementation and approaches to address 
challenges

TBD

23-Feb Client Visit Day-
no class

10 24-Feb Lego Simulation
1. Use the six steps to implementing TPS
2. Review and reduce 7 types of waste

No reading due Second Reflection                                                                                               

1. Trial/Implement brainstormed 
countermeasures (e.g., using 5S, Standardized 
work, or Jidoka)
2. Discuss results of implementing the first round 
of brainstormed ideas with client
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1.Identify and map targeted operation process 
using Material & Information Flow Charting
2.Identify waste in process and identify 
appropriate target metrics

1. Incorporate all information from observations 
into A3 document and begin getting buy in from 
all client participants
2. Brainstorm improvement ideas with clients
A3 Template available from Prof. Glover



Section 3: Implementing Countermeasures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class
In-Class Date 

(T/R) Class Topic
Objectives Readings/Videos Gemba "Learn by Doing" Activity Deliverable

11 28-Feb Project Share 
Day

1. Report brainstormed countermeasures and 
any attempts of implementation to date to 
classmates
2. Give and receive advice to classmates

No reading due

12 2-Mar
Advanced 
Problem Solving 
I

1. Discuss approaches to exploring all reasonable 
countermeasures
2. Discuss approaches to show how 
countermeasures address root causes of 
problems

1. Shook, Managing to Learn p. 61-85

13 7-Mar
Advanced 
Problem Solving 
II

1. Discuss PDCA and the "shift" in problem 
solving approach in your gemba

1.  Shook, Managing to Learn p. 87-99

14 9-Mar Monitoring 
Results

1. Use various templates and approches to 
auditing results over time (Who? When? How?)

No reading due Midterm A3

15 14-Mar

Visit Advanced 
TPS Company 
Day or 
Intergenerationa
l Family Business 
Day

1. Discuss advanced example of a strategic lean 
implementation.
2.  Discuss challenges to strategic lean 
implementation in family businesses, including 
differences in vision and operational strategies 
across generations, and approaches to address 
challenges

No reading due Midterm Peer 
Evaluation

16 16-Mar Midterm 
Showcase

Special Guest Speaker-- Jim Womack: Scaling 
Lean Ventures

No reading due Midterm 
Presentations

1. Trial/Implement brainstormed ideas/kaizens 
(e.g., using advanced problem solving)

1. Trial/Implement brainstormed ideas/kaizens 
(e.g., using advanced problem solving)
2. Implement Monitoring technique

1. Midterm Showcase week--no additional client 
assignment
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Section 4: Advanced Techniques 

 

Class
In-Class Date 

(T/R) Class Topic
Objectives Readings/Videos Gemba "Learn by Doing" Activity Deliverable

17 28-Mar
Continuous 
Flow, Pull, and 
Heijunka

1. Review continuous flow and "pull"
2. Understand the concept of heijunka, i.e., level 
production by volume and variety

1. Technical Lean Tools 04: Heijunka by Jacob Isaac-Lowry 
'http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSr0VG7peCA
2. Technical Lean Tools 05: Continuous Flow by Jacob Isaac-
Lowry 'http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RP1rg6hwxgg
3. Technical Lean Tools 06: Pull Systems by Jacob Isaac-
Lowry http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RP1rg6hwxgg

18 30-Mar Lean Product 
Development

1. Use lean product development frameworks, 
comparing them to traditional frameworks
2. Explore relationship between incremental and 
radical innovation as it relates to process changes

1.  Where Lean meets Innovation by Jose Farro 
http://www.lean.org/LeanPost/Posting.cfm?LeanPostId=8
4
2. Kaizen and Innovation by Michael Balle 
http://www.lean.org/balle/ColumnArchive.cfm?y=2012#C
ol2085

Third Reflection

19 4-Apr Lean Start-Up
Understand how lean relates to innovation 1.  Lessons Learned, The Lean Start-Up by Eric Reis 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNw4Ht75DvA

20 6-Apr Lean Enterprise 
Analysis

Brainstorm how an enterprise perspective and 
strategic deployment can be used at the client 
site for future implementation

1. Enterprise Strategic Analysis for Transformation 
Overview from MIT Lean Advancement Initiative (See 
Overview PDF) :http://lean.mit.edu/products/enterprise-
strategic-analysis-for-tranformation-esat

21 11-Apr
Lean in the 
Digital World

1. Rethink what we mean about operations 
beyond traditional manufacturing and services

1. Iansiti, Marco (2015) The History and Future of 
Operations. Harvard Business Review. 
https://hbr.org/2015/06/the-history-and-future-of-
operations
2. Scalabre, Olivier (2016). The Next Manufacturing 
Revolution is Here. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/olivier_scalabre_the_next_ma
nufacturing_revolution_is_here#t-10344

22 13-Apr

SEERS—Leaders 
as Sensei

1. Explore Eastern v. Western approaches to 
leadership and approaches to value creativity 
and improvement at the front-line worker level
2. Discuss how to ensure "people are the most 
valueable resource" in lean ventures and family 
business

1. Spear and Bowen, 1998. Decoding the DNA of the 
Toyota Production System. Harvard Business Review.

Fourth Reflection

23 18-Apr SEERS—Third 
Rock Lean

1. Redefine waste/muda in a world of reusables, 
repurposeables, and recyclables

1. Manufacturing growth through resource productivity
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-
functions/operations/our-insights/manufacturing-growth-
through-resource-productivity?cid=eml-web 

Final A3
Post-Course Lean 
Assessment

24 20-Apr
Final 
Presentations for 
Companies

No reading due 1. Present a ~10 minute presentation to your 
client organization

Final Presentation
Final Peer Evaluation
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1. Continue standardizing the implemented 
solutions 
2. Understand the concept of level production 
by volume and variety
3. Brainstorm ways heijunka could be used at 
the client site for future implementation

1. Brainstorm ways TPS can be used to create 
breakthrough innovation, digital, and enterprise-
wide change in future projects for the client site

1. Brainstorm ways TPS can be used to create 
front-line worker equity and advancement and a 
sustainable approach to muda/waste


